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New Methods for Analysis of Spatial Distribution and Coaggregation
of Microbial Populations in Complex Biofilms

Robert Almstrand,a* Holger Daims,b Frank Persson,c Fred Sörensson,a Malte Hermanssona

Department of Chemistry and Molecular Biology, Microbiology, University of Gothenburg, Göteborg, Swedena; Department of Microbial Ecology, Ecology Centre,
University of Vienna, Vienna, Austriab; Water Environment Technology, Civil and Environmental Engineering, Chalmers University of Technology, Göteborg, Swedenc

In biofilms, microbial activities form gradients of substrates and electron acceptors, creating a complex landscape of microhabi-
tats, often resulting in structured localization of the microbial populations present. To understand the dynamic interplay be-
tween and within these populations, quantitative measurements and statistical analysis of their localization patterns within the
biofilms are necessary, and adequate automated tools for such analyses are needed. We have designed and applied new methods
for fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) and digital image analysis of directionally dependent (anisotropic) multispecies
biofilms. A sequential-FISH approach allowed multiple populations to be detected in a biofilm sample. This was combined with
an automated tool for vertical-distribution analysis by generating in silico biofilm slices and the recently developed Inflate algo-
rithm for coaggregation analysis of microbial populations in anisotropic biofilms. As a proof of principle, we show distinct strat-
ification patterns of the ammonia oxidizers Nitrosomonas oligotropha subclusters I and II and the nitrite oxidizer Nitrospira
sublineage I in three different types of wastewater biofilms, suggesting niche differentiation between the N. oligotropha subclus-
ters, which could explain their coexistence in the same biofilms. Coaggregation analysis showed that N. oligotropha subcluster II
aggregated closer to Nitrospira than did N. oligotropha subcluster I in a pilot plant nitrifying trickling filter (NTF) and a moving-
bed biofilm reactor (MBBR), but not in a full-scale NTF, indicating important ecophysiological differences between these phylo-
genetically closely related subclusters. By using high-resolution quantitative methods applicable to any multispecies biofilm in
general, the ecological interactions of these complex ecosystems can be understood in more detail.

Abacterial biofilm can be defined as a multicellular community
attached to a surface and embedded in a matrix of extracellular

material (1). The advantages of growing in biofilms are many. By
growing attached to a surface, bacteria can stay indefinitely in a favor-
able environment under conditions where external forces, such as
flowing water, would otherwise sweep them away. In biofilm com-
munities, bacteria are more resistant to antibiotics (2) and may also
avoid predation through microcolony formation (3). Microbial bio-
films in general often contain intricate structures, such as channels
and voids (4), affecting important processes, including nutrient de-
livery to the populations present (5). Biofilms containing multiple
functional groups competing for resources or collaborating under
mutualistic forms are therefore exceptionally complex, and even
more so if each functional group contains several populations, each
occupying its own ecological niche. The positions and spatial rela-
tionships of cells within biofilms or similar environments reveal in-
formation about important interactions. Different examples where
such spatial information is important include oral biofilms involved
in periodontal diseases (6), biofilms in streams (7), bacterial commu-
nities on leaves and root hairs (8), syntrophic propionate-oxidizing
cells and methanogens in upflow anaerobic sludge blanket granules
(9), methanogenic-sulfidogenic aggregates (10), and aerobic ammo-
nia-oxidizing bacteria (AOB) and nitrite-oxidizing bacteria (NOB),
which often grow in intricate heterogeneous multispecies biofilms
(11–15).

Current techniques, such as confocal laser scanning microscopy
(CLSM), allow the systematic collection of high-quality biofilm im-
ages suitable for digital image analysis. Especially when combined
with specific molecular labeling methods, most notably fluorescence
in situ hybridization (FISH) with rRNA-targeted probes (16), image
analysis offers great possibilities for the use of spatial statistics and
stereology for quantifying the spatial arrangement of microbial pop-

ulations (8, 17, 18). Some of these approaches have already been im-
plemented in computer software (8, 17). Nevertheless, certain re-
search questions are still difficult to tackle. For instance, the
directionally dependent (anisotropic) structure of stratified biofilms
may cause biases when such samples are analyzed by stereological
methods that assume isotropy (19). Stratification likely reflects the
occurrence of important environmental or biological factors affect-
ing biofilm growth, such as substrate concentration gradients. There-
fore, adequate tools to analyze the distribution of the organisms in
such biofilms would be highly useful.

Here, we developed improved methods for quantifying the
vertical distribution and the coaggregation patterns of defined
biofilm populations. Their use is demonstrated by analyses of
stratified nitrifying biofilms inhabited by AOB from the phyloge-
netic Nitrosomonas oligotropha cluster 6a and NOB from the genus
Nitrospira. Members of these lineages are frequently encountered
in nitrifying biofilms in wastewater treatment plants (WWTP)
and play major roles in the removal of nitrogen from sewage (12,
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20–23). Previous investigations have demonstrated the formation
of substrate gradients in such biofilms, which lead to pronounced
stratification and distinct spatial distributions of AOB and NOB
(12, 15, 24).

Different biofilms were obtained from a pilot size moving-bed
biofilm reactor (MBBR), a pilot size nitrifying trickling filter (NTF)
system, and a full-scale NTF of a domestic WWTP. A sequential FISH
protocol was developed and applied to detect multiple nitrifying bac-
terial populations simultaneously and efficiently while preserving the
possibility to quantify their abundance relative to all bacteria in the
sample. This technique was combined with a new image analysis tool
that automatically cuts biofilm images into sections that represent
different depth zones, thus allowing the precise quantification of mi-
croorganisms in the layers of stratified biofilms. As AOB and NOB are
partners in a mutualistic symbiosis (25), they frequently coaggregate
in nitrifying biofilms and flocs (20, 21, 24). However, the overall
strength of coaggregation and the preferred distances between the
AOB and NOB microcolonies can vary among different phylogenetic
clades (18). Therefore, the coaggregation patterns of the different ni-
trifiers were quantified by a recently developed algorithm that works
with strongly anisotropic samples (19).

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Full-scale NTF and pilot plant design. The Rya municipal WWTP in
Göteborg, Sweden, applies a nitrification step in which approximately half
of the effluent water from the WWTP is recirculated through six parallel
NTFs, after which the water enters a series of anoxic activated-sludge
basins for denitrification (for more details, see http://www.gryaab.se). In
the NTFs, the nitrifying bacteria grow in biofilms on a fixed cross-flow
material with a large surface-to-volume ratio (Munthers, Sweden; specific
area, 230 m2 m�3).

The pilot plant consisted of two parts: aerated MBBRs (3.2 by 1.0 by
1.0 m), containing suspended plastic biofilm carriers (AnoxKaldnes, Swe-
den) and NTFs (height, 1.0 m; diameter, 0.5 m), filled with the same
plastic cross-flow medium for biofilm growth as in the full-scale NTFs.
The pilot plant received the same influent as the full-scale NTFs at the
WWTP. The pilot plant performance is presented in detail elsewhere (23,
26). For about 2 months prior to sampling, the investigated full-scale NTF
was fed with a mean ammonium concentration of 14.3 � 3.2 mg N liter�1

(load, 17.42 � 2.59 g N m�2 day�1). The corresponding concentrations
during the period before sampling coming into the pilot plant NTF that
was used in this investigation (NTF2) were 7.6 � 1.1 mg N liter�1 (load,
6.5 � 1.1 g N m�2 day�1) and 1.7 � 0.8 mg N liter�1 (load, 0.85 � 0.23 g
N m�2 day�1) in the pilot plant MBBR tank 1 (T1).

Sampling and fixation of biofilm. Biofilm samples for cryosectioning
and DNA extraction were taken on 28 February 2006 from the pilot plant
trickling filter NTF2 and MBBR T1. Full-scale NTF samples were taken on
21 May 2003, as previously described (14). Snails, worms, and other ani-
mals were removed before the biofilm was retrieved. For DNA extraction,
the biofilm was brushed off with a toothbrush and suspended in 1� phos-
phate-buffered saline (PBS) in 1.5-ml Eppendorf tubes. The biofilm sus-
pensions were centrifuged for 3 min (5,000 � g). Pellets for DNA extrac-
tion were kept at �20°C until use. Samples for cryosectioning were fixed
by submerging the plastic pieces in 4% paraformaldehyde for 8 h at 4°C,
followed by rinsing twice with PBS before application of the cryosection-
ing protocol.

Cryosectioning. Biofilm cryosections were produced as previously
described (14). After fixation, the plastic pieces were covered with a thick
layer (several millimeters) of Tissue-Tek O.C.T. Compound (Sakura
Finetek Europe B.V., The Netherlands) on the biofilm side, placed in a
closed and parafilm-sealed petri dish, and incubated overnight at 4°C.
Excess O.C.T. compound was removed from the back side of the plastic
pieces, and a second layer of O.C.T. compound was added at the biofilm

side to an approximate thickness of 2 mm. The embedded pieces were
placed in a liquid nitrogen fume chamber until the O.C.T. compound was
completely frozen. The plastic edge of such a piece was then gently bent, by
using forceps, to detach the frozen block containing the biofilm. Subse-
quently, the detached biofilm blocks were again embedded in O.C.T. and
placed in the liquid nitrogen fume chamber until frozen solid. The blocks
were stored at �70°C until use. They were sectioned in 10-�m-thick
vertical slices with a HM550 microtome cryostat (Microm International
GmbH, Walldorf, Germany) at �20°C. The slices were collected on
SuperFrost Plus Gold microscope slides (Menzel GmbH, Braunschweig,
Germany). After dehydration in an ethanol series (50%, 80%, and 96%
[vol/vol]), the microscope slides were stored at �20°C until use.

Fluorescence in situ hybridization. To ensure that all cells in the
sliced biofilm would be fixed, the cryosectioned biofilm samples were
fixed again directly on the microscope slides at room temperature for 20
min with 4% paraformaldehyde, followed by submersion in PBS for 30
min. FISH was performed at 46°C for 4 h (27). To facilitate FISH, a hy-
drophobic barrier frame was applied to the glass slides around the regions
containing biofilm sections by using a Liquid Blocker Mini Pap Pen
(Daido Sangyo, Tokyo, Japan). Probes specific for nitrifiers were hybrid-
ized together with the EUB338 probe mixture (labeled with a different
fluorochrome) to biofilm samples. When probes with different hybridiza-
tion stringency optima were applied to the same sample, several hybrid-
izations were performed, beginning with the probe(s) requiring the most
stringent conditions (27). The probe sequences and hybridization condi-
tions are listed in Table S1 in the supplemental material.

For sequential FISH of the cryosectioned biofilms, probes specific for
AOB and NOB were used in the first round of in situ hybridization and
microscopy. While recording the images of these probe signals by confo-
cal laser scanning microscopy, the field of view (FOV) position on the
glass slide, indicated as x-y coordinates provided by the motorized micro-
scope stage control unit, was recorded and later used for positioning dur-
ing image acquisition of the bacterial reference area. After carefully re-
moving the coverslip and rinsing the glass slide in double-distilled water,
a second hybridization step was performed with the EUB338 probe mix-
ture only (with 10% formamide in the hybridization buffer). New images
containing the EUB probe signal were recorded at the same locations in
the biofilm where images had already been taken after the first FISH step.
Minor adjustments of confocal microscope settings were made to obtain
optimal congruency between the micrographs of the nitrifying commu-
nity and the bacterial biofilm reference. Corresponding images showing
the same FOV were aligned and superimposed using Photoshop CS4 Ex-
tended (Adobe Systems, San Jose, CA, USA). Pairs of corresponding im-
ages were carefully compared to ensure that the shape and size of identical
biomass objects had not been altered during the repeated hybridization
and image acquisition procedures. In the rare cases where biofilm pieces
had been lost or partly destroyed, the affected images were excluded from
further analysis. All fluorescent probes and unlabeled competitors were
obtained from Thermo Electron (Interactiva Division, Ulm, Germany) or
MWG Biotech (Ebersberg, Germany). Fluorescent probes were 5= labeled
with the sulfoindocyanine dye indocarbocyanine (Cy3) or indodicarbo-
cyanine (Cy5) or with fluorescein or Alexa 488 dye. In addition, probe
Nse1472 was used with double labeling of oligonucleotide probes (DOPE)
(5= and 3= labeled with Cy3) (28). All slides were mounted in Citifluor AF1
(Citifluor Ltd., London, United Kingdom) prior to microscopy.

Microscopy and digital image analysis. Images were collected using a
Bio-Rad Radiance 2000 MP confocal laser scanning microscope (Bio-Rad,
Hemel Hempstead, United Kingdom) equipped with a red diode laser
(638 nm), a He/Ne laser (543 nm), and an argon laser (457, 476, 488, and
514 nm). Images for quantification were collected, using a Nikon Plan
Fluor 40�/1.40 oil objective and the bundled software LaserSharp 2000,
as 8-bit/pixel greyscale or 24-bit/pixel RGB images of 512 by 512 pixels
(resolution, 1.65 pixels/�m). A Kalman filter (n � 2) was applied for noise
reduction during image recording. Multicolor images of cryosectioned
biofilm (Fig. 1), as obtained by sequential FISH, were used for measuring
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the spatial-localization patterns of nitrifiers and their population abun-
dances at different depths of the stratified biofilms. These images were
imported in the RGB TIFF format into the digital image analysis program
daime (version 2.0) (17), and all subsequent steps were performed using
this software. Image segmentation, which defined the biomasses of the
different probe-labeled populations, was based on the colors of the differ-
ent probe-labeled organisms, but not on the intensities of the fluorescence
signals (for details, see the supplemental material).

The newly developed automated virtual slicing of biofilm images (the
Slicer tool) works as follows. First, an image that shows all the biomass of
the biofilm is required. This usually is an image of the EUB probe mixture
signal, as in this case, or a general nucleic acid stain. Prior to segmentation
(i.e., detection of biomass versus background), a copy (I=) was made of
each FISH image (I) to be segmented. All pixel intensities in I= were mul-
tiplied by a factor of 3 to brighten the image and facilitate the following
steps. Subsequently, dark background signals were removed and FISH
signals were further brightened by histogram stretching, which set all
pixels in I= below the first pronounced peak of the image histogram to zero
and all pixels above the last histogram peak to maximal intensity. The
image I= was then subjected to two iterations of median filtering with a
kernel of 3 by 3 pixels. These steps decreased small color variations among

pixels belonging to the biomass of the same probe-target population. The
different populations were then segmented by using the color-based
“magic wand” tool of daime, with a tolerance setting of 20%. Very small
objects, which most likely represented remaining noise, were excluded
from further analysis. Finally, the segmentation data (i.e., object defini-
tions) were transferred from I= to the unchanged original image I (by
using the respective tool of daime), and I= was discarded. In some cases,
objects of different probe-target populations overlapped due to ambigu-
ous colors at the borders of the respective cell clusters. These overlapping
regions would cause biases and thus had to be excluded from further
analysis. For this purpose, the object definitions were extracted from all
segmented images and were converted to binary images that contained
only white (biomass) and black (background) pixels (called “object
masks” in daime). Overlapping regions were then removed by a sequence
of Boolean AND and XOR operations, the binary images were reseg-
mented, and these segmentation data (called “object layers” in daime)
were transferred to the original FISH images.

After segmentation, a binary image is created from this general bio-
mass image, in which biomass is depicted by white pixels of value 1 and
background by black pixels of value 0 (Fig. 2A and B). Small biomass
particles and noise, which may interfere with the subsequent steps, are
automatically removed from this image. Subsequently, the binary image is
automatically sliced (Fig. 2C) with a user-defined thickness by the algo-
rithm described in the supplemental material. Here, images containing
the signals of nitrifier-specific FISH probes (Fig. 2D) or the EUB probe
mixture (Fig. 2A) were virtually sliced (Fig. 2E and F). The direction of
slicing was from the top to the bottom of the biofilm, with a slice thickness
of 20 �m, surface line smoothing of 95%, and a size limit of up to 5,000
pixels for biomass particles or noise to be ignored during the definition of
the baseline for slicing. The resulting slices were analyzed as described
elsewhere (17, 29) to quantify the abundances (biovolume fractions) of
AOB and NOB in the respective biofilm layers. These analyses were per-
formed for the reactors NTF2 (based on 33 FOVs of cryosectioned bio-
film), MBBR T1 (14 FOVs), and the full-scale NTF (46 FOVs). Differences
between nitrifier abundances in the biofilm layers were tested for signifi-
cance by Kruskal-Wallis one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) on ranks,
with pairwise multiple comparisons by Dunn’s method, using SigmaPlot
11.0 (Systat Software).

The coaggregation patterns of AOB and NOB were quantified in mul-
ticolor sequential FISH images of cryosections that were not virtually
sliced but showed the whole biofilm (e.g., the image in Fig. 2D). For this
purpose the Inflate algorithm was used (19). This approach examines two
FISH probe-defined microbial populations, the “analyzed” and the “ref-
erence” populations. It reveals whether the spatial arrangement of the
analyzed population relative to the reference population is coaggregation,
random, or mutual avoidance. The Inflate algorithm creates its own ran-
dom-distribution control: it makes artificial images in which one of the
populations becomes randomly distributed without changing the popu-
lation density in the image. These images are analyzed and used to define
the “random-distribution threshold” (see Fig. 6, horizontal dashed lines
in the plots). The coaggregation is significant at distances where the 95%
confidence intervals (see Fig. 6, dashed green or red curves) are completely
above the horizontal dashed line (y � 1.0). For a detailed description of
this method, see reference 19.

Images of the EUB338 probe mixture signal (recorded in the second
round of sequential FISH) were used as “biomass masks” for the Inflate
algorithm, which delimited the biomass-containing image regions (Fig.
2A). The spatial-arrangement patterns of nitrifiers were analyzed for the
reactors NTF2, MBBR T1, and the full-scale NTF based on the same im-
ages that were used to quantify the abundances of AOB and NOB at
different depths of the biofilm (see above). The analyzed spatial range was
0 to 100 �m. NOB of the genus Nitrospira were always the analyzed pop-
ulation, whereas N. oligotropha-like AOB of either subcluster 1 or 2 were
the reference population.

FIG 1 The sequential-FISH procedure. The first FISH was performed with
multiple partly overlapping probes targeting NOB, AOB, or Betaproteobacte-
ria. In a second iteration, the same biofilm was subjected to FISH with the
EUB338 probe mixture. After each round of FISH, CLSM images of the same
microscope FOVs were acquired at the same positions. The images were
aligned and superimposed in silico. For illustrative purposes, the brightness
and contrast of the multicolor FISH images were increased. The pixel intensi-
ties and contrast in the original images were lower but sufficient for image
segmentation and analysis.

Almstrand et al.
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RESULTS
Sequential FISH on cryosectioned biofilms. To enable the simul-
taneous in situ detection and quantification of several nitrifying
populations, we applied a “sequential-FISH” protocol to cryosec-
tions of the biofilms. In silico alignment and superimposition of
the acquired images resulted in mixed color patterns, which were
more complex than standard FISH images. In this study, six spe-
cifically targeted populations were simultaneously detected in the
examined biofilm (Fig. 1), with colors as shown in Table 1. The

phylogenetic affiliation of these probe-defined populations was
determined by 16S rRNA comparative sequence analysis (see the
supplemental material).

Automated virtual slicing of biofilm images. The abundances
of AOB and NOB were quantified at different biofilm depths to
analyze and compare the vertical distributions of the nitrifiers in
the biofilms from different reactors. For this purpose, we devel-
oped a new image-processing tool, the Slicer, which automatically
cuts biofilm images into slices of a user-defined thickness. The

FIG 2 Automated slicing of biofilm images. (A) Greyscale image of cryosectioned biofilm labeled by FISH with the EUB338 probe mixture. (B) The same image
as in panel A after binarization and the removal of noise and small particles. (C) The same image as in panel A after binarization and with the edges of the
automatically defined slices (orange lines), which have a thickness of 20 �m in this example. The yellow numbers indicate the depth (in �m) starting at the top
surface line of the biofilm. (D) The same biofilm region with different nitrifiers labeled by FISH with specific probes. The orange borders around the biomass of
Nitrospira-like NOB (dark blue) indicate that this population has been identified by image segmentation. (E) A subimage of panel D after automatic slicing as
defined for panel C. The slice shown represents the zone at 100 to 120 �m. Note that the segmentation of the Nitrospira biomass has been preserved (the orange
borders are still present). (F) A subimage of panel A after automatic slicing as defined for panel C. The slice shown represents the zone at 100 to 120 �m. Together,
the images in panels E and F can be used for quantifying the biovolume fraction of Nitrospira in this region of the biofilm.

TABLE 1 Probe combinations, cell targets, and final colors (as shown in Fig. 1) of detected cells in the analyzed biofilmsa

Probe combination Probe target Color

Detection of probe targetb

Full-scale
NTF

MBBR
T1 NTF2

1st image acquisition
6a192 (Cy5) � Nmo218 (Cy3) � Bet42a (Alexa 488) N. oligotropha subcluster I Gray/pink � � �
6a192 (Cy5)-Nmo218 (Cy3) � Bet42a (Alexa 488) N. oligotropha subcluster II Cyan � � �
Ntspa662 (Cy5)-Ntspa 1151 (Cy3) Nitrospira sublineage I Blue � � �
Ntspa662 (Cy5) � Ntspa 1151 (Cy3) Nitrospira sublineage II Purple ND � NA
Nse1472 (Cy3) � Bet42a (Alexa 488) N. europaea Yellow NA � �
Bet42a (Alexa 488) Betaproteobacteria Green � � �

2nd image acquisition
EUB mixture (Alexa 488) Eubacteria White � � �

a All probes in the first round of FISH were visualized simultaneously.
b �, target detected; ND, target not detected or properly distinguished; NA, probe combination not applied (the population was previously confirmed to be absent or present in
very low numbers in the system).
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algorithm detects the surface lines of the biofilm in the images and
produces virtual slices whose contours follow that of the surface
(Fig. 2 and 3). Prior to slicing, the user can adjust a smoothing
parameter, which determines whether (small) irregularities of the
biofilm surface are ignored during slicing (Fig. 3). Moreover, the
Slicer can cut biofilm images in any user-defined combination of
four possible directions (from top to bottom, bottom to top, left to
right, or right to left). This enables detailed analyses of biofilms
grown on a flat, L-shaped, U-shaped, or round substratum (Fig.
3E and F). The Slicer has been implemented in version 2.0 of the
digital image analysis software daime (30), which can be down-
loaded at www.microbial-ecology.net/daime. The Slicer supports
batch processing and slices in one run many biofilm images that
show different microscope FOVs. Analyzing larger batches of im-
ages improves the statistical reliability of the results. For details of
the algorithm, see Materials and Methods and the supplemental
material.

Vertical-distribution analysis. The biofilms in the full-scale
NTF, the pilot NTF2, and the pilot MBBR T1 were different for
reasons such as reactor design, shear forces, temperature, and am-
monium concentrations during the period before the sampling.
The biofilm in the full-scale NTF was thin and compact, with a
mean thickness of 127 � 10 �m (standard error [SE]). Similarly,
the thicker (193- � 10-�m) NTF2 biofilm also had a compact
architecture, whereas the MBBR biofilm was less dense, with a
mean thickness of 387 � 33 �m (Fig. 4).

The vertical distribution of the biovolume fractions of the
probe-labeled nitrifiers was quantified in cryosectioned biofilms
from the three reactors using the new Slicer algorithm. In biofilm
from reactor NTF2 (Fig. 5A), the biovolume fractions of NOB

from the genus Nitrospira increased significantly (P � 0.001) with
biofilm depth and the abundance of Nitrospira in the uppermost
region of the biofilm (0 to 40 �m) was significantly (P � 0.05)
lower than the abundance in the deeper regions below 80 �m.
Especially in the zone closest to the substratum (180 to 200 �m),
Nitrospira was highly abundant, with a median biovolume frac-
tion of 49.8% relative to all bacteria. A stratified distribution was
also observed for the N. oligotropha-like AOB of subcluster I (P �
0.001), but in contrast to Nitrospira, these AOB were more abun-
dant in the top 0 to 40 �m of the biofilm than in the zone below 60
�m (P � 0.05). These AOB reached their highest density at a

FIG 3 Effects of different algorithm parameters on the automatic slicing of biofilm images. (A to C) The same biofilm image sliced with 5, 10, or 20% smoothing
of the surface line. The slicing direction is from top to bottom. The slices are colorized for illustrational purposes. (D) The same biofilm image as in panels A to
C but sliced from bottom to top (with 20% surface line smoothing). (E) Image of biofilm grown on all four walls of a hollow plastic carrier. (F) Application of
the multidirectional-slicing algorithm on the biofilm in panel E. The biofilm image is sliced simultaneously in four directions.

FIG 4 Images exemplifying biofilm structure and stratification. Cryosec-
tioned biofilms from the pilot plant NTF2 (A) and MBBR T1 (B) show cells
hybridized with the AOB probe mixture and the EUB338 probe mixtures (yel-
low), Nitrospira cells hybridized with probe Ntspa662 and the EUB338 probe
mixture (cyan), and other bacteria hybridized with the EUB338 probe mixture
only (green). Scale bars � 60 �m.
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depth of 0 to 20 �m, where their median biovolume fraction was
8.7%. N. oligotropha-like AOB of subcluster II had their highest
biovolume fraction (median, 7.1%) at a depth of 60 to 80 �m and
did not show significant variability in their vertical distribution
(P � 0.31).

The vertical distribution of the nitrifiers in the biofilm from the
MBBR T1 was more homogeneous than in the NTF2. Slight strat-
ification was observed only for the two groups of N. oligotropha-
like AOB, which were less frequent in deep biofilm zones below
180 �m than in the zone from 20 to 60 �m (P � 0.05). However,
the MBBR T1 biofilm was distinctly different from the other two
analyzed biofilms. Its structure was less dense and included an
upper, loosely attached, and highly irregular fraction resembling a
floccular structure (Fig. 4). As we could not apply the automated
Slicer tool to this upper fraction, Fig. 5B shows the distribution of
nitrifiers only in the lower, more compact regions. However, we

quantified the AOB and NOB separately in the loose upper part of
the biofilm (without slicing) and obtained values similar to the
abundances at depths of 0 to 20 �m in the compact portion (Ni-
trospira, 7.0% � 4.7% in the loose region versus 7.7% � 5.2% at 0
to 20 �m; N. oligotropha subcluster I, 0.2% � 0.2% versus 0.3% �
0.5%; N. oligotropha subcluster II, 0.5% � 0.9% versus 1.1% �
1.8%). All analyzed nitrifiers were much less abundant in MBBR
T1 than in NTF2 (Fig. 5).

The nitrifying biofilm from the full-scale NTF was strongly
stratified (Fig. 5C). Nitrospira clearly was more abundant from 0
to 60 �m than below 60 �m (P � 0.05), with the highest median
biovolume fraction of 21% at 0 to 20 �m. Interestingly, this dis-
tribution pattern contrasted with the trend observed in NTF2,
where Nitrospira became more abundant toward the base of the
biofilm (Fig. 5A and C). N. oligotropha-like AOB of subcluster I
occurred much more frequently at 0 to 40 �m than deeper in the

FIG 5 Vertical-distribution analysis of Nitrospira (dark-gray boxes), N. oligotropha subcluster I (light-gray boxes), and N. oligotropha subcluster II (white boxes)
from NTF2 (A), MBBR T1 (B), and the full-scale NTF (C). Relative proportions as percentages of the total bacterial community, as determined by the EUB338
probe mixture, are shown as box plots for each population at the different depths in the corresponding biofilms. Note the differences in scales on the x and y axes.
The boundary of the box closest to zero indicates the 25th percentile, a line within the box marks the median, and the boundary of the box farthest from zero
indicates the 75th percentile. The whiskers left and right of the box indicate the 90th and 10th percentiles. The solid circles are outlying points.
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biofilm (P � 0.05) and reached their highest density (median bio-
volume fraction, 22%) in the uppermost layer (0 to 20 �m). The
very low density of the AOB of subcluster II in this biofilm ham-
pered vertical-distribution analysis of this population. Indeed, in
the zones below 40 �m, these AOB were hardly detectable by FISH
(Fig. 5C). Although detected by FISH, cells belonging to the Ni-
trosomonas europaea-Nitrosococcus mobilis cluster 7 or sublineage
II Nitrospira were not encountered in high enough numbers to
allow a reliable spatial distribution analysis in any of the investi-
gated biofilms.

Coaggregation analysis. In addition to the vertical distribu-
tion of the nitrifiers, we quantified the spatial coaggregation pat-
terns of AOB and NOB in the biofilms from the pilot NTF2, the
pilot MBBR T1, and the full-scale NTF. The aim was to determine
whether the coaggregation patterns with NOB differ for the two
analyzed N. oligotropha-like AOB subclusters. For this purpose,
the Inflate algorithm (19) was applied. This method performs a
pairwise analysis of two FISH probe-defined microbial popula-
tions and measures whether these organisms coaggregate, are ran-
domly distributed, or avoid each other in situ. In the biofilm from
reactor NTF2, the NOB (Nitrospira) strongly coaggregated with
N. oligotropha-like AOB of subcluster II within short spatial dis-
tances from 1 to 20 �m (Fig. 6A). At distances beyond 33 �m from
these AOB, Nitrospira abundance was lower than expected for
randomly distributed populations (Fig. 6A), demonstrating a
strong tendency of Nitrospira to coaggregate with subcluster II
AOB. In contrast, no coaggregation, but rather repulsion, was
observed between Nitrospira and N. oligotropha-like AOB of sub-
cluster I at distances below about 8 �m, whereas these organisms
clearly coaggregated at distances between 18 and 43 �m (Fig. 6A).
A similar localization pattern was observed in reactor MBBR T1,
although the difference between AOB subclusters I and II was less
pronounced than in NTF2 and the nitrifiers were randomly dis-
tributed relative to each other at distances beyond 12 �m (Fig.
6B). In the full-scale NTF, Nitrospira coaggregated with AOB sub-
cluster I over a distance ranging from 2 to 12 �m and showed

random distribution or repulsion at longer distances (Fig. 6C).
The localization pattern of AOB of subcluster II was not quanti-
fied due to their low density in the biofilm (Fig. 5C).

DISCUSSION
Sequential FISH on cryosectioned biofilms. Sequential FISH
enabled the simultaneous visualization, quantification, and
spatial-distribution analysis of more populations than would
be possible in one regular FISH experiment (Fig. 1 and Table
1). Without the sequential approach, one CLSM channel would
always have been occupied by the EUB338 probe mixture sig-
nal, which was required for abundance quantification and as a
“biomass mask” for the coaggregation analysis. However, since
the EUB338 probe mixture was applied in a second FISH iter-
ation, all CLSM channels were available for detecting six spe-
cific populations in the first round of FISH. A proper combi-
nation of hierarchically nested probes ensured color patterns
that could be interpreted and were not ambiguous (Table 1).
Sequential FISH required image acquisition of the same FOV
after each iteration, which was feasible with the motorized
stage of the CLSM. The characteristic shape of the cryosections
enabled precise alignment of the images of each FOV from the
first and second iteration. The technique could also be a time-
efficient alternative for analyzing other sample types with a less
pronounced spatial architecture, as long as the previously re-
corded FOVs can be recognized in the second round of image
acquisition. Recently, a powerful new method combining FISH
with multispectral imaging (combinatorial labeling and spec-
tral imaging [CLASI]-FISH) was published (31), enabling vi-
sualization of 28 (and potentially more) different combinato-
rial labels simultaneously. The potential of this method, in
combination with the image analysis techniques presented
here, is undoubtedly promising. However, the independent re-
quirements for multispectral CLASI-FISH are beyond the ca-
pacity of standard CLSMs, where the sequential-FISH ap-
proach would be a useful alternative. Another interesting

FIG 6 Coaggregation analysis of Nitrospira and AOB in biofilms from three systems. The mean abundance of Nitrospira relative to the abundance that would be
expected if the nitrifiers were randomly distributed is plotted against the distance from the biomass of AOB. A value of 1.0 (horizontal dashed lines) indicates
random distribution at the respective distance, whereas larger values indicate coaggregation of Nitrospira with AOB. Values smaller than 1.0 indicate that the
abundance of Nitrospira was below the abundance of a randomly distributed organism. The colored dashed lines indicate 95% confidence intervals. RU, relative
units. According to the terminology (20), the y axis shows the normalized positional pixel fraction of Nitrospira. A 95% confidence interval above or below the
normalized y axis indicates coaggregation or repulsion, respectively. (A) Results obtained for biofilm from reactor NTF2. (B) The same analysis for reactor MBBR
T1. (C) Results for the full-scale NTF. Here, AOB of subcluster II were not analyzed due to their low abundance.
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alternative is FISH using multicolored, double-labeled oligo-
nucleotide probes (32). This method allows the simultaneous
detection of up to six independent populations with higher
sensitivity and less bias than offered by CLASI-FISH (32).
However, as noted above, if one of the three dyes in multicolor
DOPE-FISH is used for the EUB mixture, which is needed for
quantitative analyses, the number of independent bacterial
populations that can be identified simultaneously is signifi-
cantly reduced. Thus, the sequential approach used in this
study would also be of use in combination with multicolor
DOPE-FISH.

Spatial distribution analysis of biofilm microbial popula-
tions. Biofilm spatial distribution is one of the few means whereby
possible differences in ecophysiology and niche differentiation of
so far uncultured microorganisms can be deduced (18). In order
to quantify population abundances at different depths, one could
simply use image-editing software to manually cut the images of
FISH-stained cryosectioned biofilm into vertically stacked pieces
(slices). Image analysis could then be used to quantify the micro-
bial populations in each slice. Such manual editing, however,
would become very tedious with the many biofilm images needed
for statistically reliable results. Moreover, one could not simply
cut the images in straight horizontal stripes, because the surfaces
of most biofilms have a complex irregular contour and are not
parallel to the borders of the image. Therefore, we developed and
applied the automated Slicer tool, which solves most of these
problems. By using this approach, we found that the vertical dis-
tribution of Nitrospira sublineage I and two clusters of N. oligotro-
pha-like cells were distinctly different and varied between the
analyzed systems (Fig. 5).

In the MBBR T1 biofilm, the relative abundance of all nitrifiers
was lower than in NTF2, probably due to the lower NH4

� levels.
Nitrospira and N. oligotropha subclusters I and II showed less strat-
ified distributions in the MBBR biofilm. This lack of stratification
might be attributed to the distinct physical structure of the bio-
film. It was relatively thick, with a comparably low cell density,
which may reflect differences in important factors, such as sub-
strate availability and shear forces. A similar biofilm architecture
in an MBBR system was reported earlier, and it was suggested that
the properties of the MBBR carriers influenced the biofilm struc-
ture (12). N. oligotropha subcluster II reached higher densities
than N. oligotropha subcluster I in deeper biofilm layers in both
NTF2 and MBBR T1. A possible explanation would be that sub-
cluster II is more competitive at lower O2 and/or ammonium
concentrations. A more K-like strategy (i.e., slow growth rate and
high substrate affinity) for subcluster II, relative to subcluster I,
would also explain its very low abundance in the full-scale NTF,
where the ambient NH4

� level was the highest, while subcluster I
had a high relative abundance and showed a highly stratified depth
distribution. Indeed, a similar ammonium-dependent niche dif-
ferentiation between the two N. oligotropha subclusters was re-
ported in earlier investigations of the MBBR system (23, 33) and
may now also be extended to their distinct biofilm vertical-distri-
bution patterns (Fig. 5A and B) and coaggregation patterns with
Nitrospira (see below) (Fig. 6). Further evidence for niche parti-
tioning of N. oligotropha-related strains has been provided by
Limpiyakorn and colleagues (22), who observed differences in the
autoecology of N. oligotropha and connected them to different
ammonium concentrations. They also suggested that ammonium

sensitivity at concentrations in the millimolar range may inhibit
some members of N. oligotropha (34).

Genomic data and incubation experiments have suggested
that Nitrospira is microaerophilic (35, 36) and thus prefers
hypoxic conditions, which are usually found in deeper biofilm
layers. This could explain why Nitrospira densities were higher
in the deeper layers of the biofilm in the pilot plant trickling
filter NTF2 (Fig. 5A). This observation is in agreement with
earlier investigations of nitrifying biofilms (15, 37). However,
in the full-scale NTF biofilm, Nitrospira cells were most abun-
dant in the upper biofilm region (Fig. 5C). An earlier study
could not detect this Nitrospira stratification in the full-scale
NTF (14), but reanalyzing the older CLSM images (see Fig S3 in
the supplemental material) and biofilm samples with the new
automated Slicer method showed the same stratification pre-
sented here (Fig. 5C). The previous, less conclusive results were
due to the use of a manual slicing approach with lower resolu-
tion (Pär Lydmark, personal communication). The high am-
monium load in the full-scale NTF likely caused the high activ-
ity of the N. oligotropha subcluster I AOB, which also were most
abundant in the upper biofilm layers (Fig. 5C). These AOB not
only produced nitrite, but also may have consumed a signifi-
cant fraction of the available oxygen, creating suitable condi-
tions for Nitrospira in the upper region of the biofilm.

The measured coaggregation patterns showed the distribution
of the NOB population in relation to the two AOB populations. In
NTF2 and MBBR T1, Nitrospira specifically coaggregated with
microcolonies of N. oligotropha subcluster II, which was more
abundant than subcluster I in the deeper layers (Fig. 6A and B).
Nitrospira might have relied on local NO2

� production by the
AOB at these biofilm depths, but NO2

� was also produced at other
depths, and other interactions between specific NOB-AOB are
possible, such as in the full-scale NTF, where almost no N. oligo-
tropha subcluster II cells were present and where Nitrospira coag-
gregated with N. oligotropha subcluster I (Fig. 6C).

Another biological interaction that might drive specific AOB-
NOB localization patterns is competition for electron acceptors
(repulsion), but this might be balanced by cooperation, as AOB
produce the electron donor for NOB and NOB remove toxic
NO2

�. Other possible but still unknown interactions might be
exchange of organic exudates (38) or siderophore parasitism, as
suggested for N. europaea (39). Interestingly, the spatial distribu-
tion of Nitrobacter in biofilms was recently reported to depend on
the community composition of AOB (40). Distinct spatial-distri-
bution patterns of Nitrospira relative to AOB were previously
found to reflect niche differentiation in terms of different nitrite
requirements (18).

Although the results do not necessarily explain overall reactor
function, the observed spatial distribution patterns are relevant
for describing the niche differentiation of nitrifying bacteria,
which would have been overlooked without the relatively high
phylogenetic resolution that was offered by the applied combina-
tions of FISH probes and sequential FISH (Table 1). Reaching
adequately high levels of phylogenetic and spatial resolution when
analyzing nitrifying community structures may thus be pivotal for
avoiding simplified descriptions of these functional guilds. We
suggest that functional diversity within certain AOB lineages is
substantial and that the new methods presented here will contrib-
ute to the elucidation of this diversity.

In summary, by applying the new methodology described here,
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we have gained knowledge about the interactions in nitrifying
biofilms. The niche partitioning of N. oligotropha lineages that has
been suggested by us and others was supported. We also showed
for the first time that these N. oligotropha lineages had different
coaggregation patterns with the dominant NOB, indicating im-
portant sublineage ecophysiological differences, and that both
AOB and NOB had distinct vertical-distribution patterns, differ-
ent from what was reported when a less precise approach was used
for analysis (14). This investigation is a proof of concept and
shows that the described methods can be used for analyzing dis-
tributional patterns of microbial populations in practically any
multispecies biofilm.
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